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GROWING THE GAME

"For the game to prosper in the
winds of global megatrends that
are shaping up we have to provide
good conditioned golf facilities, at
reasonable maintenance/operating
costs, reasonably priced golf, ready
access for new players and, very
importantly, greatly improved player
development at the facility level. If
the golf industry fails in these areas
then it will fail to sustain and grow
the game."

Global Efforts to Grow
the Game of Golf:

Right or Wrong
Headed?

“To see things in the seed, that is genius.”
– Lao Tzu, Ancient Chinese mystic philosopher

In the winter of 1989 I co-directed a
conference for the Business Technology
Association (BTA) in Kansas City, Missouri
donned “Global 89”. Among the key
speakers at that event were Harvard
professor Robert Reich, University of
Southern California professor Arthur
Laffer, and the Megatrends bestseller
author John Naisbitt. Reich went on
to become Secretary of Labor in the
Clinton administration, Laffer had been
Ronald Reagan’s chief economic advisor
and Naisbitt is still consulting, writing
books and prognosticating about future
megatrends. Despite the wide gulf
politically between these men, all of them
agreed that the world was at a crossroads
and that the winds of rapid globalization
were eminent. Keep in mind that the dawn
of the Internet for most people was yet in
its gestation in 1989 and the emergence
of global communications as we know it
today had just begun.
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"Junior golf
development programs
are necessary and
admirable, but they
must be accomplished
with an understanding
of the unavoidable
long-term megatrends
shaping the future
of the game of golf
through time. To be
effective against the
prevailing megatrends,
junior golf efforts
must be shifted from
the well-publicized,
macro-efforts to a
more universally
common micro-effort
by individual golf
instructors at each golf
course."

Looking back to that Global 89 conference we are today predictably
where that panel of speakers and others generally suggested we would
be, but with some specific outcomes that none had foreseen. Most
notably, very little mention was even made of Asia other than Japan or
how the Asian region could become a major economic zone unto itself
two decades hence.

and expansion throughout the 1980s and 1990s. During that period
several international junior golf programmes were established, expanded
and were successful including the First Tee program and the AJGA. It
seemed an endless expansion of new golfers on all golf fronts for a
period of years – but then something changed. Suddenly time changed
and time itself became a limiting factor.

So, what does all of this megatrend business have to do with the golf
business anyway? Are all the plethora of junior golf development
programs going to actually work? Will efforts such as the R&A’s Golf
Development Programme or the USGA’s Joint Junior Golf Initiative
in cooperation with the American Junior Golf Association (AJGA)
provide the level of growth needed to sustain the game’s future? Or
are there now dynamics in motion that most people are still completely
overlooking which will actually determine the future of golf more
profoundly?

Junior golf development programs are necessary and admirable, but they
must be accomplished with an understanding of the unavoidable longterm megatrends shaping the future of the game of golf through time.
To be effective against the prevailing megatrends, junior golf efforts must
be shifted from the well-publicized, macro-efforts to a more universally
common micro-effort by individual golf instructors at each golf course.

Let’s briefly explore the myriad of factors that are commonly referred
to when discussing golf’s future and some that have not been well
vetted by most in the golf business.

Have Junior Golf Efforts Been fruitful?
The world, with its various nations and societies, has dramatically shifted
over the past quarter century at an astounding pace. Never before in
recorded history has such rapid change happened to so many people in
such a short window of time and with generally good advancement for
most. The world has experienced a quickening. Few would argue that
the changes have been anything but beneficial. And with these winds of
changes has come one very obvious certainty – competition at all levels
and means in golf.

I recently heard a great comment by a recognized golf industry leader
during a private golf business dinner. When I asked this leader his
opinion about junior golf efforts, he explained that they were all great
and they do work – but that at the club professional and golf course
facility operation levels the attitude is appallingly “lackadaisical.” And
that is where the problem and threat to the game is at its greatest.
Just as if some golf course superintendents cannot or will not provide
consistently acceptable golf course playing conditions, so also club
professionals lackadaisically not developing, promoting and sustaining
successful junior golf programs are of equal, significant threat to golf’s

future. Inept golf course conditioning management and the lack of
player development at the property level are our greatest threats to the
game.
In a recent article by Trent Bouts in the July 2011 issue of GolfBusiness
magazine, several PGA of America, professional members unleashed
objective comments related to the ignored need for player development
and bravely pointed the finger precisely at a majority of their ranks
who are indeed lackadaisical. It is time for PGA club pros to get back
to their basics, to their roots and to their greatest value to the game
– teaching the game to promote it instead of attempting to be experts
in all things golf. One online reader of Bouts article suggested that if a
club teaching professional can’t focus on developing new golfers then
they should find another career!

Time Became More Scarce
In the West, as is now fundamentally also unveiling in the East, working
people with expendable incomes found great demands on their limited
free time – their very essence of living happy. Beginning about 1980 and
with the advent of new office machine technology such as the facsimile
machine, then cellular telephone and finally the Internet, work hours for
a majority of people seemed to suddenly spill over into a 24/7 cycle. It
was not imagined – it was a fact.

Competition has increased in nearly every aspect of life and business.
Globally, regionally, nationally, locally and even with individuals – what
we need to realize is that we are in a megatrend of competition for golf
and the future. This includes competition for resources, economics,
products, and recreation. And time competition has also vaulted.
While I would contend that junior golf/player development has always
been part of the business of the game of golf, the modern organization,
systemized approach to junior golf development efforts began in earnest
well over thirty years ago in the occidental nations of the world and
at a time when the game of golf was actually rapidly expanding. Junior
golf became formalized 30 years ago when it was deemed necessary by
most people in the business of golf – again due to the realization that
we faced greatly increased competition for leisure time recreational
activities. An explosion of sports and recreation options emerged
to tap into the massive numbers of young people coming of age with
financial resources and free time. Skiing, scuba diving, golf, backpacking,
bicycling, baseball, soccer, and ad infinitum all raced to attract an
expanding youth market in the West.
Junior golf and its competing activities experienced explosive growth
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Reliable, peer-reviewed research revealed that the average American
parent in two parent households worked 338 hours more per year in
the year 2000 than the same average twenty-five (25) years earlier in
1975 (Michael Hout and Caroline Hanley, et al, “The Overworked American
Family:Trends and Non-trends in Working Hours 1968-2001,” University of
California – Berkeley, June 2002). That translates into an astounding two
(2) additional months of work hours in 2000, versus the average year’s
work hours in 1975. Are we all feeling tired and stressed yet?
This was correlated in an earlier study using US Government Statistics
(Juliet Schor, “The Overworked American,” 1991) that clearly showed the
total work hours per year had grown by 163 hours between 1969
and 1987! That equated to about one (1) extra month of work every
year for the average American worker in 1987 versus 1969. There are
numerous other research efforts that support these outcomes and the
trend is not subsiding. All of these findings probably come as a surprise
to many people, but this is the real megatrend of time and reality of the
recreation market. And the trend can be extrapolated throughout the
advanced nations of the world including Asia.
In sum, rapidly emerging office and communications technology served
to amplify work time for the average American worker and that time
was lost to families and to the availability of recreation time – and keep
in mind that a multiplicity of recreation options concurrently exploded
during these same decades to compete for the increased scarcity of
people’s free time. There is nothing wrong with the game of golf itself,
but rather it is the megatrends that we in the management of facilities
have failed to recognize and deal with.

Yet Another Megatrend of Time Is the Real Crippling
Factor in Markets
The greatly increased scarcity of free time caused by the acceleration
of work was indeed a forty (40) year megatrend in the golf marketplace
in the United States and other developed nations, but there loomed
another unavoidable reality of time that was, and will remain, the
mother of megatrends – the aging of modern populations.
Population demographics may seem to be a rather mundane topic to
many people, however it is a topic that has most significantly shaped
today’s global golf market (and all markets) – and it is the fundamental
key to current global economics and golf’s future. Successful marketers
know that they must especially pay close attention to population
demographics, because such are profound influences – they move like
the mass of a planet and have irrevocable, long-term consequences.
Today and well into the foreseeable future, the birth fertility rates of
nations from 20 to 60 years ago are the predominant factor impacting
the growth and future of golf.

Understanding Global Birthrates – That Old, Threatened
‘Population Bomb’ Was a Total Dud!

Surely most well-read people over the last few score of years have read
Paul Ehrlich’s book, “The Population Bomb,” that first hit the streets in
1970 and immediately struck terror and fear in the hearts of a young
generation setting off monumental political forces into play for decades
hence. Essentially Ehrlich postulated in 1970 that if humans did not
immediately impose near draconian population control efforts then
the universe would fall into oblivion – even before the sky was falling.
The theme became a mantra for popular elements worldwide for
decades – and amazingly still some remain religiously entranced with
this emotional postulation that still seems to excite talking heads in
segments of the media.
The ‘population bomb’ has now manifested globally as not only a total
dud, but also as a not so unsubstantial reverse menace that is resulting
in inverse dynamics with populations.
If one objectively evaluates the studies and data now pouring
in even from liberal institutions such as Cal Berkley, two factors
become abundantly clear that all of the advanced nations of the
world are experiencing degrees of:
(1) population aging, and;
(2) declining in population
We are thus reaping emerging rewards of economic stress and
geopolitical instability. What started off as an emotionally driven wish

"Population demographics
may seem to be a rather
mundane topic to many
people, however it is a topic
that has most significantly
shaped today’s global golf
market (and all markets) –
and it is the fundamental key
to current global economics
and golf’s future. Successful
marketers know that they must
especially pay close attention
to population demographics,
because such are profound
influences – they move like
the mass of a planet and
have irrevocable, long-term
consequences."

to control fertility rates and population growth in order to ‘save the
world,’ has now had an unmistakable, near irreversible impact resulting
in a quite different, megatrend – population implosion that threatens the
fiber of nations worldwide.

Empty Cradles Result in Economic and Societal Disasters
In Asia it is Japan that immediately comes to mind when one sees the
results of empty cradles. After the Pacific War (World War II), Japan
experienced a significant spike in fertility rates and a not so insignificant
baby boom. That young, post-war, Japanese generation, not unlike the
massive, post-war baby boom in the United States, significantly fueled
Japan as not only a manufacturer-exporter economy, but also as a
domestic consumer one as well. The result was ‘Japan Incorporated’
and the bubble economy of the 1980s and 1990s. However, the Japan
baby boom failed to even sustain itself and its fertility rate had the
bottom fallout. The results, the bubble collapse, are now of historical
proportions and fodder for economists – and the societal crisis is even
now still taking greater hold in Japan.
Magnificent recreational facilities built during the post-war
reconstruction of Japan, including golf courses, experienced financial
collapse beginning about 2000. Every year the teenaged portion of the
population shrinks due to the low fertility-birth rate. Their parents
elected fun and narcissism over children and family. According to the
Chosun Shinbun, the world-renowned Ueno Zoo in Tokyo averaged
7 million teenage visitors a year during the late 1970s – in 2010 that
number dropped to less than 3 million. In 1980 there were over
28 million teenagers in Japan and currently only about 16 million.
Numerous amusement parks throughout the nation have closed their
doors – the famed Expoland in Osaka shut down in 2009 and is now
a sprawling wasteland. Today there are half as many swimming pools
and bowling alleys as there were only 20 years ago according to the
Nitsei Institute – all gone bankrupt, because they did not adapt. And all
because an entire generation of Japanese nurtured themselves, instead
of having and nurturing children.
The United Nations Population Division, “World Population Prospects:The
2002 Revision Highlights,” reports some pending megatrends that will
surely impact the game of golf over the next 10 to 50 years. For one,
locations of majority populations are sure to shift from the temperate
zones to the tropical latitude regions of the world. The United Nations
projects that 60% of the world’s population will live in the tropical
latitudes by the year 2050 versus just less than 40% today. And the
details of the shifts are significant.
Approximately 44% of the global population, represented by 59
nations, has experienced such a significant drop in fertility rates that
they are no longer sustaining themselves and are now experiencing
accelerating depopulation. This megatrend is predominantly occurring
in the developed and rapidly emerging countries around the world. The
global financial crisis and social upheavals are symptomatic of these
demographic megatrends and have been predicted by leading market
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research entities for a number of years. Keep in mind that the United
Nations population projections have a track record of being on the
conservative side and they do not weight factor in pandemic disease
impacts such as AIDS.
Already today, the only growth of golf course development has now
shifted to the developing third world nations and tropical latitudes.
While at the same time growth has gone flat or is in decline in
developed nations. Do you think that the golf course industry and
leaders have yet gained an in-depth grasp of the megatrends we face?

History Has Lessons
One only needs to study a bit of history to see and better understand
the multiple megatrends at work today and the potential outcomes
related to the population demographics of aging populations and
collapsing fertility rates.

“The family, in its old sense, is disappearing from our land, and
not only our free institutions are threatened, but the very existence
of our society is endangered.”

– The Boston Quarterly Review, 1859

“By 1860, according to one estimate, 20% of pregnancies were
terminated by abortion.”

– Limiting Births in the Early Republic,
http://www.digitalhistory.uh.edu, Accessed Sept 2011

The above quotes were not written by a modern day conservative, but
were reflective of a similar period in history when the explosive forces
of the Industrial Revolution made their impacts and caused great shifts
in population demographics. The historical megatrends of that time
dropped fertility rates so low that such finally lead the western world
into what we know today as the Victorian Age, a period of re-asserting
old moral values that placed substantial import on the role of women
and raised motherhood to near sainthood. Everywhere there were
efforts to increase fertility rates amongst the successful segments of
society rather than to discourage such. The falling birth rates of the
19th Century and the shift of populations from rural to urban centers
was so substantial that calls went out in every industrial nation for
more children. In America concerns were so great that US President
Theodore Roosevelt even called for families to have more children in
his 1906 State of the Union address adding, “willful sterility – the one sin
which the penalty is national death, race suicide.”

The Near Term Impacts
As the collision course of population demographics moves forward over
the next 10 to 15 years, clear megatrends are emerging that will dictate
golf market potentials.
Japan is already well into experiencing a declining population.
Immigration to buoy up their economy is culturally out of the
question. Korea has seen its own fertility rate flatten out and seems
to be following Japan’s road in many things including a pending, serious
aging and decline of population. Also like Japan, immigration is not

likely going to be a viable option to sustain growth. The Korean War
on the peninsula concluded just about 10 years after the Pacific War
and Korea’s own post-war baby boom seems synced exactly 10 years
younger than Japan’s – and thus the economic threats are developing 10
years later as well.
Both China and India will surely be primary players in golf and both have
massive birth shifts taking place with rapid fertility decline looming great
– they also share an astounding, common, unnatural mega-shift in the
ratio of female babies to males, with males outnumbering females. In
China it is due to a national one-child policy that experienced decades
of couples terminating female conceptions and in India a similar trend
has been at play – for reasons of culture both placed higher value on
male babies. Implications of such an unnatural imbalance phenomenon
are daunting and long term. So while the near term offers strong
potential growth for golf, troubling socio-economic challenges may also
loom along the way.
Just as the United Nations has projected a massive population shift to
the tropical latitude regions of the world by the year 2050, the next 10
to 20 years seems to bode well for Southeast Asia. Countries such as
Vietnam are experiencing very sustainable fertility rates and current
growth is rapidly evolving to a greatly improved economic outlook.
Golf in Vietnam is experiencing the start of growth and expansion.
The Philippines remains a population demographic powerhouse.

Though the Philippines has experienced an erratic, but languid decline
in fertility rates since the 1960s (Marilou P. Costello and John B. Casterline,
“Fertility Decline in the Philippines,” 2010), it still has one of the highest
fertility rates of the Asian region with a strong sense of respect for
extended, large families imbedded culturally and religiously. While
still struggling to secure its economic footing, the country is very well
positioned to emerge in the immediate near term as a developing
economic powerhouse in Asia. Driven by the treasures of its natural
resources and a rapidly growing, youthful, well-educated population, the
Philippines could well turn out to be the ‘sleeper’ of future Asian tigers
in a few decades – rapidly arising with a great leap forward driven by so
many current children of today. This has not gone unnoticed by large
investors from other, more advanced Asian nations.
While the present is never reflected exactly as the past, lessons must
surely be learned for the future. As Lao Tzu wisely advised, “To see
things in the seed, that is genius.”
Globalization is a force quite similar to the massive urbanization during
the industrial revolution of the 19th and 20th centuries. Today there
are also striking considerations with certainly shifting population
demographics and declining fertility. Hopefully, the modern megatrends
(that prevailed in the aftermath of that industrializing period) will not
result in similar eugenics laws and extremes that lasted up until World
War II – and many contend that such megatrends also lead to the war
itself. Yet, golf business people and leaders need to work to understand
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